Abstract
INTRODUCTION
The study of heat source / sink effects on heat transfer of dusty fluid flows over a continuously moving solid surface has many important applications including boundary layer flow over heat treated material between feed roll and a windup roll , rolling and manufacturing of plastic films ,cooling of an infinite metallic plate in cooling bath, the boundary layer along a liquid film in condensation process, and aerodynamic extrusion of plastic sheets etc .The momentum and Heat transfer over a stretching sheet have been studied because of its ever increasing usage in polymer processing industry, manufacturing of artificial fibers, viscoelastic fluid flow and in some application of dilute polymer solution, such as the 5.4% solution of polyisobutylene in cetane ,curing of plastics, manufacture of printed circuitry, pulp-insulated cables etc .
Sakiadis B.C. [20] was the pioneer of studying the boundary layer flow over a stretched surface moving with a constant velocity in 1961.Then many researchers extended the above study with the effect of Heat Transfer . Grubka et.al [6] investigated the temperature field in the flow over a stretching surface when subject to uniform heat flux .Anderson [9] discussed a new similarity solution for the temperature fields . Sharidan [21] presented similarity solutions for unsteady boundary layer flow and heat Transfer due to stretching sheet . Chen [5] investigated mixed convection of a power law fluid past a stretching surface in presence of thermal radiation and magnetic field. Chakrabarti et.al [[11] have studied the hydro magnetic flow and Heat Transfer over a stretching sheet .Crane [12] has obtained the Exponential solution for planar viscous flow of linear stretching sheet.
The problem of two phase suspension flow is solved in the frame work of a model of a two-way coupling model or a two-fluid approach .The heat transfer over a stretching porous sheet subjected to power law heat flux in presence of heat source has been considered by Hitesh Kumar [9] . Mukhopadhyaya [24] recently has studied the heat transfer analysis of unsteady flow of Maxwell fluid over a stretching sheet in presence of heat source/sink. Singh and Singh et.al [(22] have studied MHD flow with viscous dissipation and chemical reaction over a stretching porous plate in porous medium. Robert A. Van Gorder et.al.[18] have studied the convective heat transfer in a conducting fluid over a permeable stretching surface with suction and internal heat generation/absorption. Kannan et al. [10] studied the free convection in an infinite porous dusty medium induced by pulsating point heat source. B.J. Gireesha et.al [4] have studied the effect of hydrodynamic laminar boundary layer flow and heat Transfer of a dusty fluid over an unsteady stretching surface in presence of non uniform heat source/sink .They have examined the Heat Transfer characteristics for two type of boundary conditions namely variable wall temperature and variable Heat flux. R.K.Ramesh et.al [16] have investigated the momentum and heat transfer characteristics in hydrodynamic flow of dusty fluid over an inclined stretching sheet with non uniform heat source/sink .B.G. Gireesh et.al [3] The objective of the present analysis is to consider the mass and heat transfer aspect of the works of two phase flow in a porous medium over a stretching sheet with internal heat generation and absorption. Here, the particles will be allowed to diffuse through the carrier fluid i.e. the random motion of the particles shall be taken into account because of the small size of the particles. This can be done by applying the kinetic theory of gases and hence the motion of the particles across the streamline due to the concentration and pressure diffusion. We have considered the terms related to the heat added to the system to slip-energy flux in the energy equation of particle phase. The momentum equation for particulate phase in normal direction, heat due to conduction and viscous dissipation in the energy equation of the particle phase have been considered for better understanding of the boundary layer characteristics. The effects of volume fraction on skin friction, heat transfer and other boundary layer characteristics also have been studied. The governing equation are reduced into system of ODE and solved by Shooting Techinique using Runge-Kutta Method.
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION AND SOLUTION:
Consider a steady two dimensional laminar boundary layer of an incompressible viscous dusty fluid over a vertical stretching sheet .The flow is generated by the action of two equal and opposite forces along the x-axis and y-axis being normal to the flow .The sheet being stretched with the velocity U w (x) along the x-axis, keeping the origin fixed in the fluid of ambient temperature T. Both the fluid and the dust particle clouds are suppose to be static at the beginning. The dust particles are assumed to be spherical in shape and uniform in size and number density of the dust particle is taken as a constant throughout the flow. The essence of Shooting technique to solve a boundary value problem is to convert the boundary value problem into initial value problem. In this problem the missing value of and for different set of values of parameter are chosen on hit and trial basis such that the boundary condition at other end i.e. the boundary condition at infinity are satisfied.A study was conducting to examine the effect of step size as the appropriate values of step size ∆ was not known to compare the initial values of and .If they agreed to about 6 significant digits, the last value of used was considered the appropriate value; otherwise the procedure was repeated until further change in did not lead to any more change in the value of and .The step size ∆ =0.125 has been found to ensure to be the satisfactory convergence criterion of 1 .The solution of the present problem is obtained by numerical computation after finding the infinite value for . It has been observed from the numerical result that the approximation to and are improved by increasing the infinite value of  which is finally determined as  =10.0 with a step length of 0.125 beginning from  = 0. Depending upon the initial guess and number of steps N. the values of and are obtained from numerical computations which are given in table -1 for different parameters. 
GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION:
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION:
The nonlinear boundary value problem described by the equations (2.6) to (2.11) subject to boundary conditions (2.12) were solved numerically ,in double precision, by shooting method using the Runge-Kutta fourth order algorithm with a systematic guessing of and . We have investigated the problem using the values γ=1200.0, Fr=10.0, є=3.0. The computations were done by the computer language FORTRAN-77.The results of heat transfer and skin friction coefficient characteristics are shown in Table- 1, which shows that it is a close agreement with the existing literature. The effect of various parameters on the velocity profiles and temperature profiles also demonstrated graphically. . Fig-1 indicates the effect of Ec on velocity profile of particle phase. It is evident from the figure that increasing values of Ec increase the momentum boundary layer thickness of particle phase. Fig-2 shows that when Pr is increasing, then there is significantly increasing of velocity profile of particle phase. Fig-3 is drawn for velocity profile of particle phase which shows that, Gr has significant effect on particle phase velocity profile. It indicates that when Gr is increasing then the velocity distribution of dust phase increases. Figure-4 is shown for different values of ; it indicates that velocity profile of particle phase is increasing for increasing volume fraction. Fig-5 witnesses the effect of β which infers that increasing of β increases the particle phase velocity. Fig-6 describes that the velocity of dust phase decreases with the increasing of S . Fig-7 explains the velocity profile of dust phase decreases with the increase of A*. Fig-8 illustrates that the velocity profile of dust phase decreases with the increase of B*. Fig-9 shows the effect of Ec on temperature profile of fluid phase. From the figure it is evident that increasing values of Ec, the temperature of fluid phase also increases due to frictional heating of the fluid as heat energy is stored in the liquid. Fig-10 depicts the effect of Pr on temperature profile of fluid phase. From the figure we observe that, when Pr increases the temperature of fluid phase decreases which states that the slow rate of thermal diffusion. Fig-11 shows that for the positive value of A*,the thermal boundary layer generate the energy, this causes the enhance of temperature of fluid phase. The negative value of A* indicates thermal boundary layer absorb the energy. Fig-12 shows that the effect of B* has the same behavior of A*. Fig-13 illustrates the effect of Ec on temperature profile of particle phase. It is evident that the increasing of Ec decrease the temperature of dust phase which implies thermal boundary layer thickness decreases. Fig-14 explains the effect of Pr on dust phase temperature, when Pr is increasing there is significantly decreasing of dust phase temperature. It means the thermal boundary layer thickness is decreasing. Fig-15 depicts the effect of Gr on particle phase temperature profile which indicates that the increasing of Gr increase the temperature of particle phase. Fig-16 shows the effect of on temperature of particle phase. It is evident that increasing in volume fraction increases the temperature of particle phase Fig-17 illustrates the enhancing β, increases the temperature of dust phase. Fig-18 depicts that temperature of particle phase is increasing due to increasing of S. Fig-19 demonstrates that the dust phase temperature increases with increasing A*. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper we studied the steady two phase boundary layer flow and heat transfer in a porous medium over a vertical stretching sheet including internal heat generation/absorption. The solutions of the problem have found by converting the governing partial differential equations into ordinary differential equations using similarity transformation. The effect of different parameters S, A*, B*, Ec, Pr, Gr, β, ε and on velocity and temperature profile were examined which are interpreted graphically and discussed briefly.
It is observed from the table and figures that the following conclusions are drawn:
i. From the figures it is observed that when β increases then velocity and temperature of dust phase increase. It also reveals that for the large value of β i.e., the relaxation time for dust particles decrease ultimately as it tends to zero then the velocity of both fluid and dust particle will be same. ii. Increasing value of Ec increases the temperature of fluid phase but decrease the temperature of particle phase. iii. The thermal boundary layer thickness decreases with increase of Pr, but increase with increasing A*, B*. iv. Increases in permeability parameter S causes decrease particle velocities due to acceleration of fluid towards grashof number prandtl number temperature at large distance from the wall. temperature of particle phase. wall temperature stretching sheet velocity specific heat of fluid specific heat of particles thermal conductivity of particle , velocity component of the particle along x-axis and y-axis A constant c stretching rate A* space dependent internal heat source/sink B* temperature dependent internal heat source/sink S permeability parameter g acceleration due to gravity k thermal conductivity of fluid l characterstic length T temperature of fluid phase. u,v velocity component of fluid along x-axis and y-axis x,y cartesian coordinate
GREEK SYMBOLS
volume fraction β fluid -particle interaction parameter volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion ρ density of the fluid density of the particle phase material density similarity variable θ fluid phase temperature dust phase temperature dynamic viscosity of fluid ν kinematic viscosity of fluid ratio of specific heat relaxation time of particle phase thermal relaxation time i.e. the time required by the dust particle to adjust its temperature relative to the fluid. velocity relaxation time i.e. the time required by the dust particle to adjust its velocity relative to the fluid. ε diffusion parameter ω density ratio 
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